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God's Theorem
--

fir -> N smooth then ulf(crit(f)) =0.

-
I

measure
critical pts off,
i.peM sit.

dfp:TpM -TpN Arthur Sand
notsurjactive 1909-1980

ACRV was mesure? When KST0 Icountable collection

ofrectangles Ri =" covering
A& with [voL(Ri) <8.

S in

Ja,bi) x ...x(an,bu) fit i(b-)



spresently!)
We won'tValvelop a general notion ofmeasure for ACM smooth

mfld but we will define measure 0 for ACM and write

M(A) =0.

top Suppose A [R" hasUSA) =0 and F:A- R" is smooth.

Then
u (F(A))

=0.

IChoose a cower ofA by countably many precompact open
ucker,onwhichImet bemathextendedantably many cutsof
the form FSAME) and itsuffices toshow each ofthese has

u
=0.

Since it compact, ICEM sit. IFX-Fxy alxxl xxel.



Given 530, choose countable cover (B) ofAnd with

<colB;) <S. By , F(nBj) =ball of radius 2-radiusl;
Thus FCAM) = W5;and sum ofvolumes of RHS is

=C8. Given so, take 8: In to bound rol ofcover

by 8.

Justifies defining A CM has measure &when for every
smooth

-

chart(4,9) on M, 4(AnU)=R" has measure 0.

Equivalently (p. 128) 5 collection ofsmooth charts (SUc,Yall

covering Awith a (YAnUa)) =0 va.



Acts o AEM measure
0 => M.A =M dense

· Fir -> N smooth, ACM measure 0
->F(A) =N

measure 0

sad's In FiM-N smooth, then M(F(witI)) =0

dimm n

ofby induction on us.

Base case miO v

Now
suppose myand Sard's the holds for all domains of smaller

dimn. Bycovering M.N with counterbly many smooth charts
many assume

F:U->IR" smooth.
open

di y's, youAm

x', ...,x



Letc:wit)F) = U. Filtor (1C,?C?... with

Ca
=3 x= C) ith order partial dorin's of F vanish atx).

for kik

By continuity, all Charm closed in U. WIS u/F(2)) =0.

Do so in 3 steps:

Step1:u(F(<-c.))
=0 I don't handle the case of xat

Step2:a(F(C-(n+1)) =0 th
which all paritial durius vanish

Ste:For k> 2-1, M(FIChl) =0.2 finishes the proof

Step1:r)F(C1C,))
=0: c, closed so

may replace U with U.c,

and assume C,=%. For aC, morder cords so thatcal to



In ambhd Va ofa take cords u:F! v=x2, . . . , =x.

shrunk so Icompact and cords extend smoothly to a
?

In these coords, Ihas repin (Unit, ...that
Us5F(ur:(t)rix

n

Use

Thus cava is the locus where has rank <n-1.
chain rule!

wis vscival has measure 0. Crta is compact, so may shack that
each slice F(cra) eSy =c) has (-1)-ciml measure 0 (Fubini).

SetFn(r)= (F,v), ..., F2(c,w)). By india hypothesis, writes
ofF, have measure 0 and those are exactly the critof
F in Cnc with F =

c. r



Step2:a(F(C-(n+1)) =0 th

Take atC'Chi and lety:U-I be a kith order partial
demir ofFwith a nonranishing (a). Then a isa regular

pointof y so Jubha Va ofreg pts ofy. Sety =(x1y(x) =0) =Va;
its a regular hypersurface. Have Canva =Y by defn ofC.
For p-CNVa, dEp is not say, so neither is dCFIyIp =dFpl/TpY
Thus FICpuVa) EFKrit (F(y)).
u

measure 0 by and hypothesis
Now CalCars is covered by countably many sach Va u



S3:For k> 2-1, M(F(C1) =0

I can be covered w/countably many closed cubes E
=U

so suffices to show MIF(CRE)) =0 Nach E.

Tate Abounding 1) of Chilist order Odurirs ofFin E

letIbe sick length of E and KEX,chosen later.

Subdividu E intocubes ofside length R/, E., ..., Epr-
For a: EioC, 5 A* =ACA,k, m) sit.

1F(x) - F(ai))=A(xrai (Taylor (
So FCE:) =ball radius ACR/)**. Thus FICME) =

unism of Km balls, sum ofrole =



kmA*(R/k)"ch+1) =A"kmank-n
I

A""RnCk+1)

Since k>m/-1, exponent ofK is < m-n(-1) in
=m - m *n - n

=0 (own =0 =c =0)

So taking $30 get rot arbitrarily small. W

orFiM-N smooth, dimm <dim N then M(F(M1) =0.

whitney embedding:
dimmin then Jemb

M (Rin+


